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a r t i c l e

i n f o

a b s t r a c t
We describe computations performed using the Gerris code, an open-source software
implementing ﬁnite volume solvers on an octree adaptive grid together with a piecewise
linear volume of ﬂuid interface tracking method. The parallelisation of Gerris is achieved
by domain decomposition. We show examples of the capabilities of Gerris on several types
of problems. The impact of a droplet on a layer of the same liquid results in the formation
of a thin air layer trapped between the droplet and the liquid layer that the adaptive
reﬁnement allows to capture. It is followed by the jetting of a thin corolla emerging from
below the impacting droplet. The jet atomisation problem is another extremely challenging
computational problem, in which a large number of small scales are generated. Finally we
show an example of a turbulent jet computation in an equivalent resolution of 6 × 10243
cells. The jet simulation is based on the conﬁguration of the Deepwater Horizon oil leak.
© 2010 Published by Elsevier Masson SAS on behalf of Académie des sciences.
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r é s u m é
Nous décrivons des simulations réalisées avec le code Gerris, un logiciel libre qui
implémente des méthodes de résolution de type volume ﬁni sur un maillage adaptatif
hiérarchique octree, et une méthode de suivi en volume avec construction d’interface
aﬃne par morceaux. La parallélisation de Gerris est obtenue par une décomposition en
domaine. Nous montrons des exemples des capacités de cette approche sur plusieurs types
de problèmes. L’impact d’un goutte sur une couche du même liquide provoque la formation
d’une mince couche d’aire sous la goutte à l’instant de l’impact qui peut être capturée par
la méthode adaptative. Il est suivi par le jaillissement d’une mince corolle par dessous la
goutte impactante. Le problème de l’atomization est également un déﬁ important pour le
calcul intentsif, dans lequel un grand nombre de structures de petite échelle sont produites.
Finalement nous montrons un exemple de simulation de jet turbulent avec une résolution
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équivalente de 6 × 10243 cellules. Cette conﬁguration est basée sur celle de la fuite de
pétrole brut de Deepwater Horizon.
© 2010 Published by Elsevier Masson SAS on behalf of Académie des sciences.

1. Introduction
Fluid mechanics, and especially turbulent and multiphase ﬂow, seem to require a never-ending wealth of computing
resources. In many cases, however, regions of interest in a ﬂow are localised in speciﬁc areas, such as boundary layers,
turbulent jets and wakes, contact lines, or the high curvature regions of ﬂuid interfaces. Moreover, in open ﬂow problems,
accuracy and physical realism often require the use of domains that are large compared to the typical scales of the ﬂow.
For example, to obtain the Stokes ﬂow solution around a diameter-D sphere to 1% accuracy, a region of volume of order
106 D 3 must be computed. Both phenomena strongly encourage investigators to opt for variable grid sizes that adapt to
the problem to be solved. Indeed adaptive meshes can lead to several orders of magnitude gains in runtime depending on
the problem [1,2] compared to uniform Cartesian grids. Unstructured grids made of cells of arbitrary polygonal shape are
enjoying a wide popularity but an interesting alternative is the use of grids that retain some of the features of Cartesian
grids. Researchers in multiphase ﬂow often use block adaptive mesh reﬁnement that superpose patches of Cartesian grids
[3,4]. An alternative is the use of quad/octree grids. Quad/octrees are very simple, but ﬂexible data structures which are well
suited for eﬃcient adaptive mesh generation (Fig. 1). They have been used for multiphase ﬂow by several groups [5–7].
Among the advantages of octrees is the fact that an existing spatial discretisation can easily be reﬁned or coarsened
locally, in a robust manner and with very little computational overhead (typically less than a few percent of the total
runtime when done at every timestep). Moreover quad/octrees directly include a multiscale (multigrid) representation of
the solution which permits a very simple implementation of the multigrid methods, resulting in an eﬃcient algorithm for
the resolution of spatially-implicit problems (such as the Poisson and Helmholtz problems) [5]. Yet another advantage of
octree grids is that they share with Cartesian grid a relative ease of implementation of modern interface-tracking methods
such as high-accuracy piecewise-linear volume-of-ﬂuid methods or level-set methods. There is in some cases no logical
impossibility to implement these methods on unstructured grids with polygonal cells but some computations are more
complex. In other cases, such as the use of the very eﬃcient height-function methods in volume-of-ﬂuid, the adaptation to
unstructured grids is impossible.
In this article we attempt to discuss the potential use of such methods for high-performance computations. We thus describe some of the issues involved in the parallelisation of ﬂuid solvers on octree grids in one particular example, the Gerris
Flow solver [5,2]. We then describe results obtained in three typical problems. The droplet impact problem exempliﬁes the
diﬃculties that arise where a very small region of the ﬂow is of particular interest, such as the region of reconnection of the
liquid masses. The atomisation simulations show another example that represents a diﬃcult challenge, due to the formation
of numerous regions containing small scales in the form of ligaments and droplets, and to the requirement of dealing with
air–water properties to compare the results to experiment. We ﬁnally show a three-dimensional simulation of the gulf oil
leak that is emblematic of the potential manifold usages of ﬂuid-mechanical computations.
2. Numerical method and the Gerris code
The simulations presented below are made possible by the development and use of a speciﬁc code, Gerris [8], as well
as continuous development of methods for direct two phase-ﬂow simulation such as volume-of-ﬂuid [9]. Gerris is a framework to solve partial differential equations adaptively on quad/octree meshes. It is freely available as open source software
[8]. Gerris provides a range of ﬁnite-volume discretisation techniques which allow to solve: advection–diffusion equations,
Poisson and Helmholtz equations and systems of conservation laws. When combined this allows the solution of a range of
problems: Euler, Stokes, Navier–Stokes, Saint-Venant, electrohydrodynamics, etc. In what follows we show results where we
resolve the Navier–Stokes equations for incompressible one or two-phase ﬂow with constant surface tension. For the direct
numerical simulation of multiphase ﬂow our group has developed a range of methods of the volume-of-ﬂuid type. The simulations reported in this paper use a volume-of-ﬂuid method of the piecewise linear type, in which the interface segments
are reconstructed using the mixed-Young’s-centered (MYC) approximation [10]. While not the most accurate for very ﬁne
grids, the MYC approximation is easily implemented when using only information from the nearest-neighbour cells, an important advantage when domain-decomposition on octrees is used. Advection is performed using the “Lagrangian-explicit”
method ﬁrst published by Li [11] and discussed in [12,13]. While not volume-conserving to machine accuracy, it has very
good volume and mass conservation properties.
Surface tension is a vexing question in multiphase ﬂow. As density ratio and viscosity ratios become very large or very
small, the simulations become increasingly diﬃcult with standard methods [9]. The problem stems from an unbalance
between surface tension and pressure forces that is resolved in so-called “balanced-force” algorithm [14].
The simulations presented in this article also use the multiphase capabilities in Gerris which include: geometric volumeof-ﬂuid methods for interface tracking as well as accurate representation of surface tension terms using the height function
method [2,1].
The main characteristic of Gerris is the use of quadtrees (octrees in 3D) for adaptive spatial discretisation.
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Fig. 1. Quadtree discretisation (left) and corresponding logical structure (right).

Fig. 2. Sketch of parallel domain decomposition on two processors within Gerris. Left: leaf cells coloured according to processor number. Right: corresponding structure. The four quadtrees making up the domain are shown, together with “stitches” (red), ghost cells (green), and parallel boundary conditions
(blue).

3. Parallelisation and adaptivity
In this section we will describe how adaptivity and parallelism are combined within Gerris. Many algorithmic combinations are possible and the ﬁnal choice involves a compromise between eﬃciency, degree of complexity and diﬃculty of
implementation. The two primary issues to solve when performing this combination are: 1) preserving the simplicity and
eﬃciency of the multilevel implicit solver in parallel, 2) insuring a balanced workload among processors when the number
of cells varies during the simulation due to adaptivity (load-balancing).
3.1. Fine-grain versus coarse-grain parallelism
The natural option for parallelism in Gerris is through domain decomposition (rather than procedural parallelism): the
global simulation mesh is split into as many subdomains as processors and each processor performs the same instructions
as the others but only on its own subdomain (this is known as a Single Instruction, Multiple Data model of parallelism).
Of course, the values of quantities required at the boundaries of the subdomains need to be synchronised when the inner
values change. This involves communications between processors, which need to be minimised to obtain good parallel
performance.
Fine-grain domain decomposition would consider boundaries between subdomains following the boundaries of cells on
the ﬁnest level of the octree without restrictions. While this would allow complete ﬂexibility in how the (ﬁnest) cells are
distributed between processors, this would also lead to a complicated octree structure. For example children of non-leaf
cells could belong to different processors, so that even a simple tree traversal would involve communications between
processors (and thus parallel overhead). As described previously, the natural multilevel nature of the octree is very useful
to easily implement multigrid methods and it also would be nice to be able to preserve this simplicity in parallel.
The option we have chosen during the initial design of Gerris, is to allow only coarse-grain parallelism where the smallest
parallel subdomain is an entire quad/octree. The simulation domain is then tiled using multiple quad/octrees (i.e. a forest of
octrees) which are connected through their common boundaries (Fig. 2). Two cases occur:
1. The two neighbouring quadtrees belong to the same processor: in that case they are “stitched” together simply by
assigning the matching memory pointers in the fully-threaded-tree data structure. They in effect become a single data
structure and all operations on quadtrees in the code are carried out as if a single quadtree were concerned.
2. The two neighbouring quadtrees belong to different processors: a “ghost layer” is created on the boundary of each
quadtree. Ghost layers are used elsewhere in Gerris to deﬁne boundary conditions (such as symmetry, periodicity,
etc.). They are implemented as a standard quadtree “stitched” to the boundary of the domain quadtree, but for which
only the layer of cells in contact with the boundary is kept (i.e. the boundary quadtree is “ﬂattened” in the direction
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Fig. 3. Example of graph partitioning. Nodes and edges can have an associated weight. The subgraphs p1, p2, p3 are a partition of the initial graph. The
goal is to obtain a balanced partition (each subgraphs have comparable total weight) while minimising the number (or total weight) of edges cut.

normal to the boundary). As in standard ghost layer implementations, discretisation operators carry out unmodiﬁed
across the boundary and the appropriate boundary condition is deﬁned by setting the values in the ghost cells. In
the case which concerns us here (a “parallel boundary”), applying the boundary condition just means swapping the
values in the ghost layers between the two processors sharing the boundary. Note that this is very similar to what
is required for a periodic boundary condition, and indeed, within the object-oriented framework of Gerris, the parallel
boundary (GfsBoundaryMPI) is a descendant of the periodic boundary (GfsBoundaryPeriodic) where swapping
is performed using MPI_Send and MPI_Recv functions rather than simple memory assignments.
The main advantage of this approach is that parallelism just becomes another type of boundary condition. As all boundary
conditions are applied as appropriate within the solution algorithm (i.e. whenever quantities have been updated in the bulk
of the domain), consistency in the parallel case will automatically be guaranteed. From an implementation point of view,
the serial and the parallel version of the code are strictly identical and the parallel code is restricted to the implementation
of buffer swapping in GfsBoundaryMPI. This greatly simpliﬁes the maintenance, portability and debugging of the parallel
version.
A problem we have not discussed yet is how to perform the domain decomposition itself. While in some cases (such
as illustrated in Fig. 2) the decomposition can be trivial, it is clear that the general problem of how to optimally partition
a domain between p processors is non-trivial. A formal description of the problem is best articulated using the concept
of connected graph. A graph is only concerned with the topological description of a set of nodes connected with edges. The
nodes (and the edges) can also have associated weights to form a weighted graph. If we think of the nodes of the graph as
(for example) our ﬁnest discretisation elements and of the edges as the connections (i.e. neighbouring relationship) between
these elements, the domain decomposition problem is identical to a partitioning of the associated graph. The general goal
is to partition the graph into p sub-graphs (of equal weight) while minimising the number (or weight) of edges being
cut (Fig. 3). This will guarantee a balanced load between processors as well as minimising the cost of communications
(i.e. boundary condition synchronisation) between processors. Graph partitioning is a diﬃcult problem (it can be shown
to be NP-complete) and polynomial-time (in p ) algorithms are not known for the general case (nodes of degree larger
than two), however several heuristic algorithms which work well in practice have been developed. To perform the initial
partition, we use the generic graph partitioning algorithms which we have implemented in the GTS library [15] (note that
many other libraries also implement graph partitioning algorithms such as METIS, JOSTLE, etc.). Because of our choice of
coarse-grain parallelism, the nodes in our graph are entire quadtrees, their associated weight is the total number of cells
they contain. The edges in the graph are the parallel boundaries (GfsBoundaryMPI). The associated weight is the number
of neighbouring cells on the boundary. While several algorithms are available in GTS which can be used transparently, the
quality of the initial partition is not very important in practice, since the partition usually quickly changes due to adaptivity
and load-balancing (see the next section). We have found that a simple heuristic “bubble partitioning” algorithm gives good
results in practice [16].
An important consequence of opting for coarse-grain parallelism is that to have a chance of obtaining a decent (loadbalanced) partition of the domain between processors, the number of “grains” (i.e. connected quadtrees) needs to be much
larger than the number of processors. By construction the coarsest level of approximation of the solution corresponds to a
discretisation containing only the root cell of each quadtree in the forest. This will be the toplevel of the multigrid hierarchy
used to solve linear problems (such as the Poisson equation required to enforce incompressibility). Thus, partitioning the
domain on many processors will have the side effect of decreasing the depth of the traversal of the multigrid hierarchy:
the size of the linear problem to be solved on the coarsest grid will thus increase. This could in turn affect the rate
of convergence of the multigrid solver. In practice we have found that, provided at least 5 levels of coarsening are kept
between the ﬁnest and the coarsest discretisation in the multigrid hierarchy, the convergence rate of the multigrid is not
affected signiﬁcantly. Maintaining 5 levels of coarsening is usually not a problem. For example a problem with 10 levels of
reﬁnement (i.e. 10243 equivalent maximum resolution) could be solved using a maximum of (210−5 )3 = 32 768 connected
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octrees. This would be suitable for load-balanced parallelism on, say, 1024 processors which would be reasonable given the
size of the problem.
3.2. Load balancing
Combining adaptivity and parallelism makes the use of load-balancing techniques mandatory in order to maintain good
parallel eﬃciency. Indeed, depending on the type of solutions sought, the number of discretisation elements can vary greatly
during the course of a simulation. When nothing is done, even if the initial domain decomposition is optimal, the number
of discretisation elements per processor will not remain identical between processors. In the worst cases this can lead to
most processors waiting for a single processor (the most heavily-laden one) with parallel eﬃciencies dropping to zero. It is
thus necessary to periodically rebalance the domain decomposition between processors.
At ﬁrst, load-balancing could be seen as just another instance of the graph-partitioning problem which needs to be solved
to obtain the initial domain decomposition. A simple way to perform load-balancing would then be to, for example: 1) save
the simulation, 2) repartition it using the initial graph-partitioning algorithm, 3) restart the simulation. This approach has
several drawbacks however. For example, the initial graph partitioning algorithm does not generally need to operate on
the fully-resolved mesh: in the algorithm described in the previous section, the algorithm in effect operates on a much
condensed version of the full graph. This means that graph partitioning can easily be done on a single processor, even
for large problems (once fully discretized). In the case of load balancing, graph partitioning needs to be done frequently on
larger graphs which makes parallel graph partitioning algorithms mandatory. These algorithms are often more complex than
their serial counterparts.
Another speciﬁcity of load balancing compared to initial graph partitioning is that, if it is performed often enough, it
should only require small changes to the partitioning to maintain good balance. This means that the graph partitioning
technique needs to be able to make good use of a good initial guess for the optimal partition. Furthermore, once a better
partition has been computed, rebalancing will require shifting discretisation elements between processors. This will have
an associated communication cost which could be large if the better partition is very different from the initial partition.
Minimising this additional parallel cost will also need to be taken into account when computing the optimised partition.
The load-balancing algorithm we have chosen for Gerris takes into account these imperatives: 1) given a good initial
partition it converges quickly towards an improved partition, 2) it runs in parallel and minimises global parallel communications, 3) it minimises the changes required to obtain the improved partition. The algorithm is split into two sub-problems:
(i) given an initial weighted graph G, compute the balancing ﬂuxes F i , j on the edges of G so that the weighted graph G 
obtained when moving F i , j elements from node
 i to node j of G is better balanced (i.e. the weights of each node are
close) than G. Do this while also minimising
| F i , j | i.e. the weight (i.e. total number of elements) which need to be
moved between processors,
(ii) once the balancing ﬂuxes are known, choose which elements to move between nodes so as to minimise communications
between processors.
First of all note that the ﬁrst subproblem is already a special case of the general graph partitioning problem: there is no
reason a priori to restrict the transfer of elements to nodes sharing an edge, although it seems reasonable to do so if the
initial graph is close to being balanced. With this restriction, the solution to subproblem one must verify for each i



F i , j = w i − w̄

(1)

j ,(i , j )∈ E

where E is the set of edges of G, w i are the node weights (i.e. number of elements per node or load) and w̄ is the average
weight (i.e. the desired value for a balanced graph). Given that a connected graph always has more edges than vertices,
the linear system deﬁned by (1) is under-constrained (i.e. there are an inﬁnitely many ways of exchanging weights between
nodes in G which lead to a balanced graph). To constrain the system, we add the requirement that the solution must also
minimise F T F i.e. the norm of the total weight displaced between nodes must also be minimised. This turns (1) into a
classical constrained least-square optimisation problem which can be solved by introducing a Lagrange multiplier λ such
that

G λ = b
with b i = w i − w̄ and G is the Laplacian operator on G such that
i, j
G

⎧
⎨ −1 if (i , j ) ∈ E
≡ 0
if i = j and (i , j ) ∈
/E
⎩
| E | if i = j

It is then trivial to demonstrate that the solution of (1) which minimises F T F is

F i , j = λi − λ j

(2)
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It is clear that this solution is closely related to the solution of a diffusion equation on graph G [17]. As noted by previous
authors [18], the balancing ﬂuxes F can be interpreted as the time-integrated value of diffusive ﬂuxes over the course of
relaxation toward the equilibrium state (for which all nodes have the same weight).
Computing the balancing ﬂuxes thus requires the solution of the linear system (2). This system is deﬁnite positive (and
also diagonally dominant) so that a wide range of iterative solution techniques could be used. As stated earlier, we would
like to use a load-balancing algorithm which is itself parallelised. To reach this goal we simply use Jacobi iterations which
are performed in parallel according to the following algorithm:
1.
2.
3.
4.

get the total number of elements p w̄ where p is the number of processors (requires global communication)
set λ0 to zero
get the set N of neighbouring processors
Jacobi iteration
i. for each processor i in N send λn and get λni (local communication)

ii. set λn+1 to ( w − w̄ )/ λni
iii. if |λn+1 − λn | >  repeat 4

Note that only step 1 requires global communication so that the constrained least-square optimisation problem algorithm
should easily scale to large numbers of processors. The convergence rate of Jacobi iterations could be an issue for large p,
although this is helped in practice by the fact that the initial solution is close to convergence (i.e. the right-hand side in (1)
is usually small). We have not encountered cases where more than 20 iterations where necessary to obtain convergence,
even for p > 1024. The cost of solving (1) was thus negligible in most cases. A notable exception however was the case
of weakly connected graphs, such as encountered when partitioning a long domain into a chain of subdomains (i.e. the
degree of each graph vertex is two). In this particular case Jacobi iterations do not converge (note that Jacobi iterations are
only guaranteed to converge for strictly diagonally-dominant systems which is not the case here): this is not very surprising
given that the spectral radius of the Laplacian operator on a graph is closely related to the degree of the vertices [17]. This
marginal case was corrected by using the recent modiﬁcation of the standard Jacobi iteration of Johnson et al. [19] which
guarantees convergence even for marginally diagonally-dominant systems.
Once the balancing ﬂuxes F i , j are known, one needs to select which discretisation elements are going to be exchanged
between processors to satisfy these ﬂuxes. In our case, discretisation elements are entire quadtrees which may themselves
contain a variable number of cells (i.e. have different weights). The problem is then to choose which quadtrees to exchange
between pairs of neighbouring processors so that the balancing ﬂuxes are most closely approximated. Several other constraints can be added such as: minimise the total length/area of the boundaries between processors (to try to minimise
communication costs), minimise the aspect ratio of the subdomains (because compact subdomains will tend to have a
smaller surface area, but also because this can improve multigrid convergence, etc.). This problem is analogous to a wellknown problem in combinatorial optimisation called the knapsack problem: given a bag with a set carrying capacity and a
set of p items of different weights, choose the subset of items which maximises the weight carried [20]. This problem is
also NP-complete which indicates that a heuristic algorithm is likely to be the only practical solution (more so in our case
where additional constraints are added). The simple heuristic algorithm we have chosen is a greedy approximation algorithm
with the following properties: given a ﬂux F i , j to satisfy,
1. the only quadtrees considered for transfer are those belonging to processor i and having a common parallel boundary
with a quadtree on processor j,
2. of these quadtrees select by priority the quadtree which:
a) has the maximum number of parallel boundaries in common with j,
b) in case of a tie, select the quadtree whose weight is closest to F i , j
3. subtract the weight of the chosen quadtree from F i , j and repeat for the remaining quadtrees.
Conditions 1) and 2.a) will tend to maintain compact subdomains and condition 2.b) will tend to minimise the number of
quadtrees to transfer to achieve balance. While this algorithm could be improved, we have found that it performs quite well
in practice.
An example of a parallel load-balanced adaptive simulation is given in Figs. 4 and 5. Fig. 4 depicts the atomisation
of a pulsed liquid jet injected into a quiescent, lighter phase. The interface between the two phases is described using a
geometric VOF method (the VOF interface reconstruction is used directly in Fig. 4 to display the interface); surface tension
is added using an accurate, balanced CSF formulation [2]. The mesh is adapted according to the local vorticity and curvature
of the interface. All the parameters necessary to reproduce this simulation are available on the Gerris web site [21]. We will
not discuss here the physical results of this simulation as this has been the topic of several previous papers by our group
[22,1]. The simulation is run in parallel on four processors on a workstation. In Fig. 4 the interface between the two phases
is coloured according to which processor the corresponding cell belongs to. The “granularity” of the partitioning is apparent
on the ﬁgure.
Fig. 5 illustrates the evolution with time of the number of cells per processor. Initially, only the area very close to the
injection point needs to be resolved, so that the number of cells is small. The simulation domain is made of a 8 × 8 × 24
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Fig. 4. Load-balanced domain decomposition for jet atomisation.

Fig. 5. Number of elements per processor as a function of time. Parallel adaptive simulation on four processors with load-balancing.

array of connected octrees. With this level of granularity, most of the cells are initially contained within a single octree
(close to the injection point) so that load-balancing is not possible. This is reﬂected in Fig. 5 by the red curve staying
close to zero for t < 0.1. As the simulation progresses, the total number of cells increases and good load-balancing can be
maintained. Note that the curved is “jagged” rather than smooth. The main reason for this is that we chose to rebalance
only when the difference between the minimum and maximum number of elements per processor exceeds 10% of the total
number of cells. This allows to avoid “oscillatory” rebalancing which would not improve overall balance while degrading
performance due to frequent communications between processors. Note that the initial peaks (up to t = 0.6) are due to
the granularity constraint on achievable balance rather than to the 10% threshold. With this technique, the cost of loadbalancing is negligible compared to the total simulation cost. Note also that while the simulation is relatively large (about
5 million cells overall at t = 1.6) it is much smaller than a non-adaptive uniform Cartesian grid with a comparable maximum
resolution. Such a simulation would require about 3 × 5123 ≈ 400 million cells. The adaptive simulation runs in a few days
on 4 processors of a standard workstation.
3.3. Visualisation
An important issue when running large parallel simulations is how to visualise (and/or post process) the results. Very
often for large problems solved in parallel, the memory required to store the results is much larger than the total memory
available on a single processor of the parallel machine or even that available on a powerful workstation. In that case
visualisation of the results cannot be done using standard serial tools and must itself be done in parallel.
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A related problem is that it is often useful to visualise the results during the simulation run itself, for example in order
to check that a possibly-long simulation is proceeding as expected. This “online visualisation” can also be useful to generate
animations which would be too expensive (in term of storage requirements) if done in a post-processing stage. This is not
just for show: animations can be a very useful visualisation and interpretation tool (as demonstrated for example by the
popularity of high-speed cameras in experimental physics).
Both these issues are addressed within GfsView, the visualisation tool associated with the Gerris solver. GfsView was
designed to make the most of the quad/octree data structure. While this data structure was chosen primarily for its ﬂexibility and eﬃciency in term of adaptive mesh reﬁnement, it is also very useful to perform eﬃcient multiscale visualisation
of the results. For example “occlusion culling” i.e. removing parts of the scene which are outside the ﬁeld-of-view can be
performed very eﬃciently using a simple traversal of the octree. When this is combined with “level-of-detail” culling i.e.
removing details which would be smaller than a single pixel, which can also be done very eﬃciently using the natural
multilevel description encoded by the octree, this gives a very powerful multiscale interactive framework for visualisation.
Note that more classical tools which are also freely available (e.g. Visit, Paraview, etc.) do not generally know about and take
advantage of quad/octrees in this way.
GfsView was conceived from the start with a clear separation (separate libraries) between visualisation itself (performed
using OpenGL commands coupled with the Gerris library) and user interface. As a result, it was simple to provide two
separate interfaces: a standard interactive graphical user interface (with windows, buttons, mouse interaction etc.) and a
“batch mode” interface which takes visualisation parameters deﬁned using the graphical interface and renders (static) images/models in a variety of formats. This decoupling is very useful to be able to generate “online” visualisations/animations
while the simulation runs, without any user input. Furthermore, most large parallel systems do not allow an interactive
mode of operation, so that the only way to also use these systems for visualisation is through such a batch-mode interface.
Another important advantage of the decoupling between user-interface and visualisation is that this greatly facilitates
the implementation of the parallel rendering necessary to be able to visualise large parallel simulations. Each processor
generates the rendering for the entire ﬁeld of view but only using the fraction of the simulation it owns. This is done
locally, in parallel, using the standard OpenGL calls as implemented in the GfsView library. The result of this ﬁrst phase is
a set of p images which are encoded classically using (red, green, blue) triplets for each pixel of the image. An additional
ﬁeld is added which is the depth of the pixel: this value is provided directly by the so-called OpenGL depth buffer. The p
fractional images are then gathered on a single processor to be merged into the single ﬁnal image. This is done simply
by setting the (red, green, blue) values of each pixel of the ﬁnal image to the (r, g, b) value of the corresponding topmost
pixel (according to its depth) of the p fractional images. While this image recomposition is not itself done in parallel, its
cost is negligible compared to the rendering cost on each processor, so that the overall algorithm has an excellent parallel
eﬃciency.
3.4. Scalability
Finally we conclude this section by an evaluation of the scalability of the algorithms we discussed on a large, modern
supercomputer. The system we used is made of 32 IBM Power 575 supercomputing nodes with 32 4.7 GHz POWER6 processor cores per node (giving a total of 1024 processors). The benchmark case consists of running 100 timesteps of a 3D
Navier–Stokes lid-driven cavity problem. As parallel eﬃciency is typically affected by problem size, three mesh sizes were
considered: 323 , 643 and 1283 . The number of processors used to solve the problem was varied from 1 to 512. Note that on
512 processors, for the smallest grid size, each processor would only use 323 /51 = 64 cells, while for the largest grid size
this value would raise to 4096 (which is still a very small problem). Fig. 6 summarises the runtimes obtained as functions of
the number of processors used and of problem size. The straight lines are obtained by least-square ﬁtting in log–log space.
The exponents are a measure of parallel eﬃciency. For all problem sizes and for up to 32 processors, the runtimes decrease
close to linearly with the number of processors. This illustrates good initial scalability. For the smallest problem size (and
in some respect also for the medium problem size), scalability deteriorates for large numbers of processors. For the largest
problem size however, scalability is close to perfect up to 512 processors. As noted above, the smallest problem size is a
very small problem to solve on 512 processors. As parallel eﬃciency can be expected to decrease linearly with decreasing
spatial resolution, the fact that the runtime on 512 processors for the 323 problem is the lowest of all runtimes also reﬂects
the overall excellent scalability of the algorithms (as well as the quality of the machine the problem is running on).
4. Droplet impact
In this section we investigate the emblematic question of the droplet impact which is ubiquitous in many problems
involving strong deformation of liquid surfaces. Among numerous applications, droplet impact is crucial for ink-jet printing [23], combustion [24] and in environmental contexts such as for instance rain droplet erosion [25]. When the droplet
velocity is high enough, the impact of a droplet leads to the formation of a very thin liquid jet and to the break-up of small
daughter droplets. Fig. 7 shows the complexity of such dynamics in a 3D numerical simulation of a droplet impact on a thin
liquid ﬁlm using Gerris.
Considering incompressible and viscous ﬂuids, droplet impact on a liquid surface is characterized by the liquid and
surrounding-gas properties (densities ρl and ρ g , dynamical viscosities μl and μ g and surface tension γ ), the droplet di-
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Fig. 6. Total computation time as a function of the number of processors for the lid-driven cavity parallel benchmark. IBM supercomputer.

Fig. 7. Snapshot of a 3D numerical simulation of droplet impact on a thin liquid ﬁlm using Gerris. The ﬂuids in the ﬁlm and in the droplet are the same
but have been coloured differently in the simulation to illustrate their distribution along the dynamics.

ameter D and the liquid-layer thickness H and by the droplet U (one can neglect in general the gravity during the droplet
impact dynamics). Therefore the droplet impact problem has ﬁve dimensionless parameters. Three of them are the density,
viscosity and aspect ratios (ρl /ρ g , μl /μ g and D / H respectively). The last two dimensionless numbers correspond to the
ration of inertia to viscous forces (Reynolds number) and inertia to capillary forces (Weber number):

Re =

ρl U D
ρl U 2 D
and We =
μl
γ

Further on, we address the different challenges of numerical simulation of droplet impact.
4.1. Numerical challenges
The main numerical challenges to face when computing droplet impact come from the formation of rapid and small
structures. Such striking effects can be observed in Fig. 8, where the numerical simulation of a droplet impacting on a liquid
ﬁlm is shown in axisymmetric conﬁguration. Notice that this formally 2D computation allows for a precision that cannot be
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Fig. 8. Snapshot of 2D axisymmetric numerical simulation of a droplet impacting on a thin liquid ﬁlm using Gerris. The colour map indicates the velocity
norm.

reached nowadays in 3D calculations as the one shown above. Fig. 8 illustrates the tremendous complexity of such situations
where various small-scale and rapidly deforming features appear simultaneously. Indeed, we ﬁrst observe that the interface
deforms beneath the droplet. This is due to the high pressure in the air layer below. The air layer further evolves to a very
small thickness while the contact of the droplet with the liquid ﬁlm is delayed. The connection between the droplet and
the liquid layer is eventually made at a ﬁnite radius and a gas bubble is entrapped. Following this liquid merging, a very
rapid and thin liquid jet is radially ejected. The jet eventually breaks into small droplets.
To assess quantitatively the numerical challenges, we will discuss below two characteristic features of droplet impact
that need to be properly accounted for in the computations, namely the air cushioning layer and the liquid jet. One should
however keep in mind that other numerical issues have to be considered: the thinning of the liquid jet as it expands and
the droplet break-up from the expanding corolla to cite only two of the important effects.
4.2. Air cushioning beneath the droplet
The fact that the viscosity of the gas beneath the droplet becomes relevant at small time and space scales around impact
is related to the experimental observation that a small gas bubble [26] is entrapped below the droplet. Numerically, entrapment of a gas bubble has been observed since the early two-phase impact simulations. However in these early simulations
the radius of the gas bubble was of the order of the mesh size, and the bubble was under-resolved [27,28]. As shown on
Fig. 8, one needs to resolve numerically the small thickness of the gas layer. For such a thin and elongated geometry, the
gas dynamics are dominated by viscous forces and can be described by the lubrication equation where the ﬁlm thickness
h(r , t ) is coupled with the pressure in the gas layer p (r , t )
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Fig. 9. Typical quad-tree grid used to describe the formation of the jet after the droplet has merged with the liquid layer. The criterion for reﬁnement is
the curvature of the interface.

∂t h =

1
12r μ g



∂r rh3 ∂r p

Using this lubrication
√ equation, one can estimate the typical gas layer thickness hc due to air cushioning. Introducing the
radial length rc = Dhc , we obtain easily that the liquid pressure beneath the droplet is dominated by inertia effects:

ρl ∂t22 h ∼ ρl

U2
hc

p

∼

rc

,

giving p ∼ ρl U 2

rc
hc

Considering high Weber numbers so that we can neglect surface tension at this stage, the gas pressure is then the same
than the liquid pressure at the interface and the lubrication equation gives:

U∼

hc3 p
rc2

∼U ·

μg

ρl U D hc
μg
D

3/2

μ

μ

g
from which we deduce the scaling for the typical gas layer [29], deﬁning the Stokes number St = ρ UgD = μ Re
:
l
l

hc ∼ St2/3 D
To model correctly the gas cushioning during droplet impact, one needs to have the smaller grid size to be below or of the
order of hc . For instance in the case of a water droplet (D ∼ 2 mm) in air, falling at U ∼ 5 m s−1 the ratio between the
largest scale to describe (D) and the smallest one (hc ) is 10−4 which imposes 13 reﬁnement levels at a minimum.
4.3. Jet formation
When the droplet and the liquid layer have connected, the large pressure peak in the reconnection zone leads to the
formation of a thin liquid jet. This jet moves rapidly outwards. (See Fig. 9 for an example.) Again, to capture such fast and
small-scale phenomena, the mesh needs to adapt to the smallest length scales: the thicknesses of the jet and gas layer,
the radius of curvature of the interface and the curvature of streamlines caused by vorticity. As an example we show on
Fig. 9 a case where the adaptation on the curvature is given a large weight. More accurate results can be obtained when
more adaptation is done on the vorticity, but also at a higher computational cost. Of course it is not possible to capture the
smallest length scales very close to the time of reconnection, as the curvature diverges at that point, but it is hoped that
these length scales are captured a suﬃciently short time after reconnection. It has been shown recently [28,30], that the
jet emerges as a balance between the high pressure due to the impact with the viscous forces inside the jet, leading to a
typical jet thickness lc scaling like:

μl tc
ρl

lc ∼

where t c is the delay time of impact due to the air cushioning. One can in fact deduce from the previous estimate this time
and the radius rc at which the droplet and the liquid layer connect, entrapping an air bubble:

tc ∼

hc
U

∼

St2/3 D
U

and rc ∼

Dhc ∼ St1/3 D

Finally, we obtain the following scaling for the minimal liquid jet thickness to model:

lc ∼ D · Re−1/2 · St1/3
which gives again lc / D ∼ 10−4 for the typical water–air case and a minimum number of reﬁnement levels of thirteen.
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Table 1
Simulation conditions for the analysis of atomisation processes.

Air
Water

U (m/s)

ρ (kg/m3 )

μ (Pa s)

σ (N/m)

20
0.173

1.2
1000

1.7 · 10−5
10−3

0.069

4.4. Discussion
We have shown using scaling arguments that the apparently simple case of droplet impact is actually very demanding
in terms of mesh reﬁnement. These ﬁne meshes are necessary to achieve a correct description of the thin air and liquid
layer formed by the impact. In axisymmetric coordinates, such precision can reasonably be reached using quadtree adaptive
mesh reﬁnement while an equivalent uniform Cartesian grid would be already at the limit of the capabilities of a single
workstation. In three dimensions, such reﬁnement will be done using parallel computations and eﬃcient load balancing.
Load balancing will be particularly diﬃcult to achieve since the region containing small scales — the high reﬁnement region
— is very small compared to the size of the simulation domain. Thus in order to have a suﬃciently large number of “grains”
or octree in the high reﬁnement region a very large number of grains will be needed overall. We thus encounter in a
pronounced way the issue of high granularity discussed in Section 3.1.
5. Atomisation
The use of quadtree and octree adaptive mesh reﬁnement (AMR) in conjunction with the robust Navier–Stokes solver and
numerical methods for interfaces implemented in Gerris has recently made it possible to perform simulations in conditions
typically used in atomisation laboratory experiments. The large density and viscosity ratios, the large momentum ratio
between the gas and the liquid, and the multiple scales playing a rôle in the process makes this type of simulations a
challenging problem to test the capabilities of a code able to handle multiple phases. As an example of these capabilities,
typical conditions used in the experiments performed by Ben Rayana [31] have been tested. The most relevant parameters
are given in Table 1. For more details, the reader is referred to [1]. A visualisation of this two-dimensional simulation may
be obtained from http://www.lmm.jussieu.fr/~zaleski/Movies/fancyjet.mov. While a two-dimensional simulation allows us to
have a much larger degree of accuracy even with a given computational cost, it is also justiﬁed in the particular experimental
setup. Indeed in the experiment a planar sheet is produced from an elongated rectangular nozzle. Experimental observations
near the nozzle show noisy two-dimensional waves. Further downstream, the large scale structures can still be approximated
by two-dimensional rollers.
This example is especially interesting due to the disagreement found between the experiments carried out by Ben Rayana
[31] and the theoretical predictions provided by the linear theory for viscous ﬂows [32]. A factor of three difference is
found, with the experimentally observed wavelength three times larger than the theoretical one. An alternative theory by
the authors of Ref. [33] gives a factor of three error in the other direction. We note that in [31] the analysis of the error
has been improved compared to the relatively crude analysis in [32]. A possible reason of the discrepancies between the
theory and experiments can be found when the mechanism inducing the wave in the system is contemplated. Whereas the
linear theory assumes that the ﬂow perturbations are very small near the injection region, and growing exponentially as
they propagate downstream, the simulations reported in Fuster et al. [1] show how a large amplitude wave is generated
immediately behind the injector and is then advected downstream.
Fig. 10 depicts the void fraction ﬁeld in the whole simulation domain. As the simulation is aimed at capturing the apparition of waves in the primary atomisation zone, a large level of reﬁnement is applied near the injector (with a minimum cell
size of 10 μm), whereas further downstream the level of reﬁnement is decreased. The use of combined criteria, on curvature
and vorticity for the quad-tree Adaptive Mesh Reﬁnement allows to capture accurately the evolution of the instabilities at
the interface as well as the ﬂow patterns in the gas (Fig. 11). The main mechanisms leading to the appearance of waves
in the primary atomisation region are captured and the frequency of the wave generation in this region is in quantitative
agreement, within 20% with the experimental observations of Ben Rayana [31]. While this does not constitute a deﬁnitive
cross-veriﬁcation of experiment and theory/numerics, it is an important step in that direction.
6. Turbulent jet: oil leak in the Gulf of Mexico
On April 20th, 2010, the explosion and sinking of the Deepwater Horizon oil rig in the Gulf of Mexico started a massive
oil leak that could not be controlled before several months had passed. Understanding the turbulent ﬂow is of help in
estimating the ﬂow rate, and thus, the amount of oil released in the ocean [34]. The dynamics of the plume generated
by a small horizontal tube in the ocean is a challenging problem for the numerical simulation as widely different spatial
scales are involved in the process. On one side, the high-Reynolds-number turbulence of the ﬂow at the large velocities
encountered at the exit of the tube induces very small structures in the plume. On another side, a characteristic length
of the order of the radius of curvature of the plume is important in order to relate, for example, this parameter with the
outgoing ﬂow. Thus, the simulation of these type of problems can be seen as an another example where the use of octree
AMR and dynamic balance constitutes a powerful tool to reproduce complex phenomena.
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Fig. 10. Void fraction ﬁeld in the whole simulation domain (8 × 2 cm). Near the injector, a large level of reﬁnement is used in order to capture the effect of
the small disturbances on the primary atomisation zone. The right boundary of the domain is placed further downstream in order to avoid any inﬂuence of
the boundary conditions on the ﬂow near the injector. In this region, a low level of reﬁnement is used which has related a signiﬁcant save of computational
time.

Fig. 11. Adaptive mesh (top) and velocity ﬁeld (modulus) of the ﬂow near the injector. The mesh is adapted at the interface for an accurate representation
of the interface. The important velocity gradients induced in the gas phase are also accurately captured by applying dynamically adaptive criteria.

Fig. 12. Three-dimensional representation of the water/oil interface of a plume generated by the oil leak. Fr = 10. In colours, the norm of the vertical
velocity at the interface. The AMR techniques implemented in Gerris allow capturing the small structures generated by the turbulence of the ﬂow at the
tube exit while keeping a relatively low total number of nodes in all the computational domain when compared with an uniform mesh.

In absence of viscosity (Re = ∞), the Froude number deﬁned as

Fr =

U 02
gD

ρw
ρ w − ρoil

(3)

is the only dimensionless number controlling the curvature of the plume, where U 0 is the velocity at the tube exit, D is
the diameter of the tube, g is the gravity, and ρ w and ρoil are respectively, the density of the water and the oil. Fig. 12
and the animation at http://www.dalembert.upmc.fr/ijlrda/images/stories/level10Fr10.mov contains a three-dimensional rep-
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resentation of the water/oil interface for Fr = 10. Taking the diameter of the tube D as a reference distance, a domain of
40 × 60 × 20 is simulated with a minimum mesh size of 0.0195. The domain is initially constructed with 6 × 203 cubic
boxes, then these boxes are further subdivided up to 10 levels of reﬁnement, an equivalent 6 × 10243 resolution. Two criteria are used to dynamically adapt the mesh: the norm of the vorticity and an a posteriori error estimate on the prediction
of the concentration ﬁeld. These criteria are used as a cost function for adaptation. The a posteriori error is estimated by
computing the norm of the Hessian matrix of the given ﬁeld, estimated using third-order-accurate discretisation operators.
The use of the adaptive techniques reduces the number of cells compared to the equivalent Cartesian grid simulation by
three orders of magnitude, making
√ possible to perform this type of simulations in a cluster of 32 cpus in 50 hours of cpu
time (the simulation time is 35.7 D / g ).
7. Conclusion
We have introduced the implementation of the volume-of-ﬂuid method in Gerris and described the parallelisation technique used. The method is still being developed but is powerful enough to attack extremely challenging problems such
as the small-scale structures created a very short time after droplet impact. Simulations of atomisation in a set-up closely
matching that of the Grenoble experiment have been performed and show quantitative agreement with experimental results.
Finally a turbulent three-dimensional variable-density single-phase-ﬂow example is shown. We expect the set of methods
described in this paper to prove useful in the resolution of problems of even larger complexity in the future.
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